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Know the risk versus the benefit, before you prescribe: the authoritative, updated 10th edition

ofÂ Drugs in Pregnancy and LactationÂ remains the leading drug reference for treatment of

pregnant or breastfeeding patients. Listing nearly 1,200 commonly prescribed drugs taken during

pregnancy and lactation, each detailed, in-depth drug monograph offers a summary of known or

possible effects on mother, embryo, fetus and nursing infant.Features:Enhanced eBook with

searchable text and frequent updates integrating important new evidenceNEW over 120 new drugs

including drug reviewsNEW drugsÂ contraindicated during breastfeeding and pregnancyEach

monograph contains: generic name (in US); risk factor; pharmacologic class; fetal risk summary;

breastfeeding summary; and updated referencesList of drugs known to cause human

developmental toxicityNow with the print edition, enjoy the bundled interactive eBook edition,

offering tablet, smartphone, or online access to:Complete content with enhanced navigationA

powerful search tool that pulls results from content in the book, your notes, and even the

webCross-linked pages, references, and more for easy navigationHighlighting tool for easier

reference of key content throughout the textAbility to take and share notes with friends and

colleaguesQuick reference tabbing to save your favorite content for future use
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This book is very useful for me for the safety of medicine prescription to pregnant or lactating

women. It is like dictionary of medicine for those women, but the Kindle or  e-book system does not

allow searching of each medicines. My evaluation for this book is that book itself is excellent but

e-book is not satisfactory, so I am considering to purchase paper book again. Imagine dictionary

that is not searchable but readable by each page... this e-book is it. If I can search each medicine, I

would be appreciated and be satisfied.

Some drugs' informations are removed in the tenth ed with the note that they are not marketed. This

is a very nice and universal reference book that is usedall around the world. So Ã„Â± think all of

them should have been included keeping in consideration that some other countries are still using

the drugs that are not marketed in USA.

Incredibly useful as a primary care physician. Has detailed explanation of research about the drugs

that goes much deeper than the ABCX classification.

who doesn't like Brigss. I bought this because I use it about everyday.

Its a wonderful guide

very good reference book to have

My go to book in family practice when I have any pregnant or breast feeding moms

great reference for someone in family practice who doesn't see OB patients or nursing mothers very

often.
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